ALAMO
Alamo Chamber
Alamo Children's Clinic
Alamo Children's Clinic
Alamo City Hall
Alamo Day & Night Clinic
Alamo Public Library
Alaniz Pediatric Clinic
CVS Pharmacy
El Dorado
Esperanza's Cake Shop
Family Medical Center
Golden China Buffet
Palmas Children's Dentistry
Pizza Hut
Rene Vela M.D.
RGV Children's Clinic
Walgreens
BROWNSVILLE
AGC Pediatric Clinic
All Valley Smiles
Big Daddy's
Bigo's
Brownsville Coffee Shop #2
Brownsville Public Library
Brownsville Tourist Center
Buffalo Wild Wings
Business Development Fund of Texas
C & C Wings
CVC Pharmacy
CVC Pharmacy
CVC Pharmacy
CVC Pharmacy
EL Pato Mexican Restaurant
Emilio's Restaurant
FMC North Brownsville Dialysis
Gazpachos Deli
Highway 48 Bar & Grill
International Coffee Shop
Kaero's Restaurant
Kikis Restaurant
Kool Smiles
La Pampa Restaurant
La Rancherita
Las Br asas Restaurant
Los Nietos De Don Pepe's
Lotus Café
Lotus Inn
Lower Valley Dental Associates
New York Deli
Palace Inn Motel

Rehabilitation Hospital
Rudy's Bar B Q
St. Anthony's Family Clinic
Taco Palenque
Tania Jalil Pediatrics
Taqueria Siberia
The Friendly Pharmacy
The Tooth Place
True Vision Optical
U Mix Juice Bar
Valley Day & Night Clinic
Valley Day & Night Clinic
Valley Injury Clinic
Valley Regional Medical Center
Vermillion Restaurant
Wing Stop
Wing Stop
Wing Stop
Wing Stop

DONNA
All Valley Dental
CVS Pharmacy
Dairy Queen
Doctor Jose Pena-RGVACO
Donna Bakery
Donna Day & Night Clinic
Donna Kids Med
Donna Medical Clinic
La Reynera Bakery
OK Pharmacy
Plan Capital Bank
Por Su Salud Family Clinic
Rodriguez Dental
Taqueria Molcas

EDINBURG
Aguilera Clinic
All Valley Clinic & Medicare
Arthritis & Osteoporosis
Ashley's Day & Night Clinic
Auga Dental
Bert Ogden Mazda
Bert Ogden Motors
Bert Ogden Subaru
Bert Ogden Volvo
Cancer Center
Cantu's Pharmacy
Center For Pain Management
Children Clinic
Colima Restaurant
Conquest Pharmacy
Cornerstone Open MRI Center

Cornerstone Regional Hospital
Country Court House
Cross Point Medical Clinic
CVS Pharmacy
Doctor Carlos Herrera
Doctor Rajeev K. Mathavan
Doctor's Hospital At Renaissance Marketing
Dr. Athanasi Orfanos
Dr. Jyoti Gupta/Kids Heart Clinic
Dr. R. Sarma/Genesis Endocrinology
Echo Motel
Edinburg Children Clinic
Edinburg City Hall
Edinburg Economic Dev. Corp
Edinburg Library
Edinburg Physical Medicine Dialysis
Edinburg Vision Center
El Patio Restaurant
Endodontics Micro Surgery
Family Medicine
Family Wellness
Fiesta Chevrolet
Greater Texas F.C.U. Bank
Gladys Ajero M.D.
Guajira Family Clinic
Harmony Internal Medicine
Health Science Dean Office
I.B.C. Bank
J.C. Restaurant
Life Choices Unlimited
Los Vaqueros
Marquez Rehab and Sports Medicine
Mid-Valley Retina Center
Monte Cristo Family Clinic
Monzer H. Yazji M.D.
Performance Therapeutics
Quick Wok
Raul Maruez Custom Laser Center
Reconstructive Oral Surgery
Renaissance Gastroenterology
RGV Pharmacy
South Texas Vein Institute
Taco Bell
Texas Wellness Center
Trevino's Restaurant
University Pediatrics & Pharmacy
Valley Dental
Vision Center
Walgreens
Well Clinic
Edinburg Continued
Wells Fargo
Women's Clinic of South Texas
Zen Dental

Harlingen
Alejandro's Bakery
Bench Mark Pulmonary Center
Bert Ogden Hyundai
Bert Ogden Kia
Bert Ogden Toyota
Blanquitas
CVS Pharmacy
Dairy Queen
Dairy Queen
Don Kucas Restaurant
Down Home Restaurant
Driscoll Children Specialty Ctr.
El Control Restaurant
Fry's Pharmacy
Great China Restaurant
Hacienda Health Care
Harlingen Chamber of Commerce
Harlingen Imaging Center
Harlingen Library
Harlingen Medical Center
HIME Restaurant
IHOP
Koffee Latch
Las Cazuelas
Long John Silver
Los Asados
Manny Chacon
Harlingen Medical Center
Med. Center Tan Nguyen M.D.
Mi Rancho
Milton's
Morenos Tortillas
Nortenos Restaurant
Ok Pancho Café
O’D’s Soda Shop
Panchitos Restaurant
Plattillo's Restaurant
Rio Grande Cancer Center
Rio Grande Pharmacy
Shipley’s Donuts
Solar Hospital
South Heart Clinic
Su Clinica Familiar
Taqueria Jalisco
Taqueria La Mexicana
Texas Oncology
Texas Tourism Information Center
Toriz Restaurant
University of Cosmetology
Valley Baptist Medical Center
Valley Eye Center
Valley Eye Surgery
Valley Women’s Clinic
Wing Barn
Wing Stop
La Joya
Golden Chicken
Jaime Medrano M.D.
Javier Mkueillo M.D.
Family Medicine Associates
Pediatric Dentistry
University of Cosmetology

McAllen
Adult and Senior Clinic (Women Center)
Advanced Medical Imaging
Advanced Medical Imaging
All Children Pediatric (Fadi Torres)
Allergy & Asthma Center
American Specialty Pharmacy
Apple RX Pharmacy
Arturo J. Lopez Dentist
Ashley Pediatric Day & Night Clinic
Ashley Pediatrics
Bariatric & Metabolic Center
Belton Hearing Aid
Bernal Children’s Clinic (Jamie Bernal)
Bert Ogden BMW
Bert Ogden Nissan
Bicycle World
Blimpie
Buentello Medicine
Carlos Y Jose's Mexican Restaurant
Charmaine Browne M.D.
Children's Clinic (Dr. Luis Rodriguez)
Children's Dental Center
Chiropractor Dr. Jorge H. Garcia
Chiropractic Clinic
Coimbra Family Medical
Compass Bank
Complete Family Foot Care
Cooper Internal Medicine
Cosmetic Laser Center
Costa Mesa
Cowboy Chicken Restaurant

CVS Pharmacy
Delia’s Tamale
Dental Center
Dermatology
DHR Imaging Center
Diabetic Footwear
Dr. Manuel Sanchez
Dr. Rohit Adyanthaya - Left door
Doctors Dario & Maria Arango
Dr. G.Holamkiani, Gynecology
Dr. Ghanem Dagheri
Dr. Jimmi Rios/Rios Women’s Health
Dr. Villarreal Clinic
Drury Suites
Ear, Eye, Nose & Throat Specialist
El Milagro Health Care
El Pato
Family Day & Night Clinic
Felici Pediatric Clinic
Gabriel Diaz, Neurology
Gastroenterology Clinic
Guajira Family Clinic
Gym at Uptown
Hayashi Restaurant
Heart Institute at Renaissance
Hector's Health Company
Hillard Disability Consultants
I.B.C. Bank
IBC Bank
Inter National Bank
Internal Medicine
Internal Medicine
International Bank
Jason's deli
Joey Cazarez D.O.S.
Kid Zone Rehab
Kidney Doctor's Center
Klenz Flores Nagara OB GYN
La Siberia Restaurant
Lark Community Center Library
Las Tortas
Lee's Pharmacy
Lee's Pharmacy
Life Medical Supply
Lone Star Bank
Lone Star Bank
Lone Star Bank
Lotus Inn
Mac Newsstand
Mario Reyna- Dean's Office
STC Tech Campus
**MCALLEN Continued**
- Marketing Office - STC Pecan Campus
- McAllen Careers Institute
- McAllen Chamber
- McAllen City Hall
- McAllen Neurosurgical Center
- McAllen Pediatric
- McAllen Pediatrics
- McAllen Rehab
- McAllen Surgeons
- McAllen Surgeons
- McCreery Aviation (deliver to lobby)
- MGM Printing
- Mission Express Hotel
- Mordor’s Restaurant
- My Pitos Healthy Foods
- Neurology Center at Renaissance
- Neville Document Solutions
- Nolana Family Medical Center
- Northside Family Medical Center
- Nutricia Dietetic
- Obstetrics & Gynecology
- Open M.R.I.
- Optometry Roberto Jr, Olivares
- Orthodontist, John Gerling
- Palm Valley Medical Center
- Pathology Laboratories
- Pediatric Infectious Diseases
- Pediatric Lung Center
- Pepper’s at Uptown Restaurant
- Physical Laboratory Services
- Plains Capital Bank
- Poncho’s Restaurant
- Popeyes Chicken
- Quest Diagnostic
- R G V Hispanic Chamber
- Raul Pena M.D.
- Rebecca’s Cabrito Restaurant
- Red Mango
- Renaissance Wound Care - Noel Oliveira
- RGSC
- RGV Rehab Center
- RGV Rejuvenate
- Ricardo Canales Family Practice
- Richard Newton MDPA
- Rio Grande Gastroenterology
- Rio Grande Medical
- Rio Grande Valley Pediatric
- Rio Health Medical
- Rosa Guzman Pediatric
- Saenz Medical Pharmacy
- Saenz Medical Pharmacy
- Saenz Pharmacy
- Saenz Pharmacy
- Siempre Natural
- South Texas Clinic Pain Management
- South Texas Credit Union
- South Texas Infection Disease
- South Texas Kidney Association
- South Texas Kidney Specialist
- Southside Clinic
- Staybridge Suites (Sonia Garza)
- Superior Home Health
- Taco Palenque
- Taqueria De Jalisco
- Tavarez Medical Center
- Texas Community Bank
- Texas Oncology, Dr. Alvaro Restrepo
- Tey Women’s Health Center
- The Fitness Gym
- The Hand & Upper Extremity
- United Blood Services
- University of Cosmetology
- UTMB
- Valley Allergy and Asthma
- Valley Care Clinics
- Valley Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist
- Valley Ear, Nose & Throat
- Valley Heart Consultants
- Valley Internal Medicine
- Valley Medical Arts Clinic
- Valley Neurosurgical
- Valley Retina Institute - Right door
- Valley Therapy Center
- Vantage Bank
- Walgreens
- Walgreens
- Womankind
- Woman's Clinic
- Women's Hospital

**MISSION**
- Aces Bar B Q
- Advance Medical Lab
- Alberto Duran M.D.
- Ashley Pediatrics
- Baaxten
- Barajas Vision Clinic
- Bert Ogden Cadillac
- Bert Ogden Chevy
- Bert Ogden Kia
- Bert Ogden Mazda
- Castillo Family Clinic
- Chopstick Restaurant
- Conway Dental
- Da Vita Mission Valley Dialysis
- Danny’s Mexican Restaurant
- Dentist Miguel Castillo
- Doctor’s Plaza East
- Eduardo F. Borjon
- El Pato
- Family Health Care
- Family Medical Associates
- Harold Dean M.D.
- Imaging Center
- Internal Medicine Clinic
- Internal Medicine, F.C. Ragana M.D.
- International Bank
- International Bank
- Inter-Valley Neurological
- Kidney Doctors Of South Texas
- Lone Star Bar-B-Q
- Lone Star National Bank
- Lone Star National Bank
- Lopez Family Dentist
- Medina Clinic
- Mission Children Clinic
- Mission Hospital
- Mission Nursing & Rehab Center
- Mission Orthopedic
- Mission Plaza Pharmacy
- Mission Psychological Center
- Mission Senior Medicine
- Mohammal K. Kotaki M.D.
- Nelson Rhalaf M.D.
- Norma Cavazos
- Paloma Pharmacy
- Pediatric Clinic, Dr. Linda Lopez
- Plain Capital Bank
- Puig Therapy
- Saenz Pharmacy
- Shah Eye Center
MISSION Continued
Shary Municipal Golf Course
Sharyland Chiropractic
Sharyland Family Dentistry
Sharyland Pediatric
Starr Pharmacy
Step by Step Home Health Care
Terry Physical Therapy
The Joint Clinic
TLC Pharmacy
True Fitness
U.S. Renal Care
Valley Internal Medicine
Valley Pulmonary
Walgreens
Wiggles Children’s Rehab.
Women Diagnostic Center
Zoo Dental

PALMVIEW
Galleria Dental
Pediatric Plus Clinic
Taco Express
Thera Care Rehab
Walgreens

PEÑITAS
Norma Iglesias Night Clinic
Penitas Family Pharmacy
Saenz Medical Center
Saenz Pharmacy
La Joya Dental Associates
Rocking Horse Rehab

PHARR
Aguilera Clinic
Babies And Children’s Clinic
Butterkrust Bakery
Core Business Solutions
CVS Pharmacy
Dr. Beardsley’s
Family Day and Night Clinic
Family Dental Center
Family Medicine, Alfredo V. Gonzalez
Family Vision
Heavenly Children’s Pediatric Clinic
Holiday Inn Express
J & L Pharmacy
Jamie Hernandez M.D.
Kid Korner Rehab
Marco T. Flores M.D.
Norma Iglesias Children’s Clinic
Omar Gomez M.D.
Pharr City Hall
Pharr Family Pharmacy
Pharr Library
Red Roof Inn
RGV Smiles
Rodeo Dental
Rudy’s Bar B Q
Senior Clinic
The Children Wellness Center
Valley Heart Center

RIO GRANDE CITY
Aguilera Clinic
Angelitos Preventive Care
Anthony’s Home Health Care
Caro’s Restaurant
Dennys
D’Maria Day Care
Eye, Nose, Throat Dermatology
Family Health Center
Family Medical and Specialty Clinic
Family Medicine Mario A. Rodriguez
Freds Pharmacy
Guerra Family Dentistry
KFC
La Reynosa Bakery
Lino Pharmacy
Norberto Cantu Family Dental
Oscar’s Pharmacy
Path Wellness
Pediatric Practice Association
Raymond Cruz Best D.D.S.
Ring Gold Pharmacy
Rio Grande Library
Rio Grande Pediatric Dentistry
Rio Rehab for Children
Rodeo Dental
Smile And Shine Pediatric Dentistry
Snap Fittness
Starr County Memorial Hospital
Starr Memorial Imaging Center
The Pediatric Care Center
Starr Clinic Digestive & Liver Disease
The Therapy Academy
U.S. Rental Center
Valley Cardiology

SAN JUAN
CVS Pharmacy
Dairy Queen
Dr. Nelson Mata
El Rancho Grande Restaurant
La Mexicana
Little Heroes Pediatric Dentistry

PUNTOS DE REPARTICION
Mariscos La Costa
Martin Pharmacy
Mery Rehab
Nuestra Clinica Del Valle
PSJA ISD School Based Health Center
San Juan City Hall
San Juan Family Med, Norma Iglesias
San Juan Inn
San Juan Library
Smokey’s Bar B Q
Upper Valley Pediatric Clinic
Walgreens
We Are The Future Development Ct.

SULLIVAN CITY
Border Town Towns

WESLACO
Advance Medical Imaging
All Children’s Pediatric Clinic
Blue Onion
CVS Pharmacy
DaVista Rehab
Home Health Care
Imaging Center at Mid-Valley
Juan J. Gonzalez
Kanaan Wellness Center
Knapp Medical Center
Kool Smiles
Mid Valley Pediatrics & Allergy Clinic
Mid-Valley Family Practice
Nuesta Familia Center
PACE Health Center
Pro Script Pharmacy Service
Pulmonary & Sleep Center
R.G.V. Chamber
Rainbow Pediatric Clinic
Sandra Esquivel, General Surgery
Smile & Grow Rehab
Smile & Shine Dental
Therapy R Us
Thurmond Eye Association
Tropical Yogurt
US Renal Care
Valley Care Clinic
Valley Grande Institute
Vision Works
Wee Therapy
Weslaco Family Care Center
Weslaco Chamber
Weslaco Pharmacy
Weslaco Rehab Hospital
Ybarra’s Cake Shop